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摘   要 













使用用 Dijkstra 算法进行一个最短路径问题的求解即可。 
最后本文设计并实现了一个公交车换乘系统，该系统采用 B/S结构，而前台






















This thesis focused on the problem for the transfer of three buses, design an 
efficient algorithm with a reasonable graph model, design and implement a query 
system bus by applying these algorithms.  
   Fully considered the needs of users, it put forward three different algorithms with 
the shortest path (ie, minimum time), at least transfer and the minimum cost objective 
function, and then set up graph model on different issues. it put forward some graph 
model methods on data compression. Then designed an efficient algorithm and 
analysis the algorithm complexity. For the shortest path problem, this paper directly 
establish the shortest path graph model with Dijkstra algorithm. For the least transfer 
problem, we created two models, one is the graph model vertices which established by 
the most trips, get the shortest path by special assignment value, the other is 
connected with the connection matrix to represent the connectivity nature of the 
model. For the minimum cost problem, we can use the built model in front of the 
problems, but different from the value assigned at the edge, the edge between two 
sites, compared with the weight between the two sites directly to the most expensive 
bus fee. Thus, this graph model is also only need to use this article with a Dijkstra 
shortest path algorithm. 
    Finally, we designed and implemented a bus transfer system, the system uses 
the B / S structure, and the front interface uses the technology combining Ext 
js library with HTML, the background database is SQL SEVER 2000. The system has 
the general customers and the roles of administrators, the general customers can 
directly inquire lines and stations, in which station query asks for the input two sites, 
then the above-mentioned three objectives of the shortest path, least transfer and the 
minimum cost query optimization between the two sites. The administrators  of 
the database can change the trips, station and other information. 
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和机构化分析方法结合进行系统分析，主要采用微软的.net 平台，Ext js 库与

















































共交通系统项目“Advanced Public Transportation Systems(APTS)”。经过现场试
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